A-MECH: ADVANCED MECHANICAL
GOVERNORS AWARD (1ST): Sean Wear SCHOOL: ECUG
BOARD OF DIRECTORS (2ND): Alexander Jestness SCHOOL: ECUG
PRESIDENT (3RD): Andrew Patella SCHOOL: ECUG

B-MECH: BEGINNING MECHANICAL
GOVERNORS AWARD (1ST): Natalie Baca SCHOOL: CCHS
BOARD OF DIRECTORS (2ND): Peter Manfredo SCHOOL: CCHS
PRESIDENT (3RD): Tyler Schimpf SCHOOL: CCHS

A-TILM: ADVANCED TECHNICAL ILLUSTRATION MECHANICAL
GOVERNORS AWARD (1ST): Andrew Thomas SCHOOL: ECUG
BOARD OF DIRECTORS (2ND): Dishawn Harvey SCHOOL: ECUG
PRESIDENT (3RD): Jalal Jalal SCHOOL: ECUG

B-TILM: BEGINNING TECHNICAL ILLUSTRATION MECHANICAL
GOVERNORS AWARD (1ST): Logan Slater SCHOOL: CCHS
BOARD OF DIRECTORS (2ND): Jordan Epperson SCHOOL: CCHS
PRESIDENT (3RD): Demitrius Slater SCHOOL: CCHS

A-APRE: ADVANCED ARCHITECTURAL PRESENTATION
GOVERNORS AWARD (1ST): Jason Hayden SCHOOL: ECUG
BOARD OF DIRECTORS (2ND): Julia Catlin SCHOOL: ECUG
PRESIDENT (3RD): Rakeem Hines SCHOOL: ECUG

A-ARES: ADVANCED ARCHITECTURAL RESIDENTIAL DRAWING
GOVERNORS AWARD (1ST): Brady Redick SCHOOL: ECUG
BOARD OF DIRECTORS (2ND): Karley Flynn SCHOOL: ECUG
PRESIDENT (3RD): Jason Loria SCHOOL: ECUG

B-APRE: BEGINNING ARCHITECTURAL PRESENTATION
GOVERNORS AWARD (1ST): Tayah Adair SCHOOL: CCHS
BOARD OF DIRECTORS (2ND): Macen Shipman SCHOOL: CCHS
PRESIDENT (3RD): Alyssa Goff SCHOOL: CCHS

B-ARES: BEGINNING ARCHITECTURAL RESIDENTIAL DRAWING
GOVERNORS AWARD (1ST): Briar Martin SCHOOL: CCHS
BOARD OF DIRECTORS (2ND): Laiken O’Rourke SCHOOL: CCHS
PRESIDENT (3RD): Kodee Summers SCHOOL: CCHS